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Summary
Outdoor recreation is considered a way of life in the western United States. As population increases
and new forms of recreation emerge, the challenge of meeting growing demands for recreational
access has become a critical issue throughout the West. And as states consider proposals to transfer
some federal lands to state control, many are concerned about the possible effects on recreational access.
This report explores how federal and state land agencies manage recreation demands. It focuses on
lands managed by the U.S. Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, state trust agencies, and
state park agencies in the 11 westernmost states in the contiguous United States. It compares various
types of public land recreation management and explores how different agencies resolve conflicts
between competing land uses.

Key Points
• Federal and state land agencies both manage lands for recreation, but in different ways.
(Page 5)
• A wide range of recreational opportunities are available on federal lands, but federal
agencies often have no clear method of prioritizing competing uses. (Page 8)
• Federal land agencies often struggle to meet or even establish recreation management
goals. (Page 12)
• Each state allows some form of recreation on state trust lands, often with user fees or
recreational leasing. (Page 14)
• Each state varies in how it manages recreation on state trust lands. (Page 16)
• In some cases, state trust agencies lease lands for specific recreational purposes. (Page 18)
• State trust agencies have often found innovative ways to accommodate recreational
demands while meeting their fiduciary responsibilities. (Page 20)
• In other cases, it has proven difficult to reconcile recreational values with the traditional
state trust management model. (Page 24)
• Throughout the West, state parks are an effective provider of public recreation
opportunities. (Page 26)
• State park agencies often generate more revenue from visitors than federal land agencies,
providing park managers with incentives to provide the type of recreational experiences
that visitors desire. (Page 27)
• Some state parks and federal agencies have adopted public-private partnerships to
enhance recreation opportunities while keeping costs down. (Page 31)
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Introduction

Outdoor recreation activities such as hiking, mountain biking, skiing, fishing, and hunting are considered a way of life for most westerners. As population increases and new forms of outdoor recreation emerge, the challenge of meeting growing demands for outdoor recreational access has become
a critical issue in many communities throughout the western United States.
Government-owned lands often provide ample opportunities for such recreational activities. Federal
land agencies own approximately half of the land in the western United States, and state land agencies own another 10 percent.1 Among various management responsibilities, these agencies provide
diverse recreational opportunities. To better understand the effects of potential management
reforms, we first need to examine how recreation factors into federal and state land management,
and how these different management institutions affect the provision of recreational opportunities
on the ground.
In this report, we explore how federal and state land agencies respond to demands for recreational
access and how those agencies resolve competing forms of recreational activities. As we demonstrate,
federal and state agencies often manage recreation in different ways due to the various management
structures and laws that govern them. In particular, we compare how federal land agencies, such as
the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management, and state land agencies, such as trust land
agencies and state parks departments, manage recreation demands and resolve conflicts between
competing land uses. Our analysis also explores several key issues relevant to current debates over
public land management in the West.

Why Does It Matter?
Several trends and factors warrant a comparison between state and federal recreation management:
• Demands for recreational access are increasing throughout the West as the population grows
and new types of recreational activities emerge.2 Yet different forms of recreation can often cause
conflicts between recreationists or other user groups who want to use the same land for different
activities. Such user-group conflicts arise when one type of activity precludes or detracts from a
different type of activity. This can occur between consumptive and recreational users—ranchers
do not want dirt bikes ripping through pastures where they graze livestock, for instance—or
between different types of recreation, such as motorized and non-motorized users. Resolving
these competing demands is a critical challenge for land management agencies in the West.
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Federal land agencies own approximately half of the land in the western
United States, and state land agencies own another 10 percent.

• In recent years, several western states have considered resolutions calling for the federal government to transfer much of its land to state ownership. But it is unclear how this proposed transfer
would affect current forms of recreational use. A closer look at how states manage recreation
helps address some, but certainly not all, of the questions raised about the impacts of this proposal on recreational use and access.
• State-owned lands, such as state trust lands and state parks, play an important role in providing
various forms of recreational access, and they would play an even larger role if federal lands were
transferred to state control. To better understand the possible implications of a land transfer, it is
important to assess how state lands are currently managed for recreation and how that management compares to federal management.3
• State-level recreation management can in some cases provide useful insights into how federal
land management might improve recreational experiences. Whether federal lands are transferred
or not, state land agencies can offer lessons on how to resolve conflicts over recreational uses on
federal lands.
This report focuses primarily on state-owned lands in the 11 westernmost states in the contiguous
United States (Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, and Wyoming) and on western lands managed by the U.S. Forest Service and
the Bureau of Land Management. The report does not attempt to answer which agencies provide the
best recreational opportunities. Rather it compares various approaches to recreation taken by public
land agencies across the West and explores the ability of these different agencies to resolve competing
recreational demands.
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Federal and state land agencies both
manage lands for recreation, but in
different ways.
Federal Lands
Historically, federal lands have provided access
to resources for both extractive uses and amenity enjoyment. In 1905, Congress established
the U.S. Forest Service to “improve and protect” the nation’s federally owned forests “for
the purpose of securing favorable conditions
of water flows, and to furnish a continuous
supply of timber for the use and necessities of
the citizens of the United States.”4 The Bureau
of Land Management was later formed in 1946
to manage a variety of public-land activities,
including grazing, energy development, and
land disposal.5
By the late 20th century, as additional demands for recreation and conservation began to
emerge, Congress added new management objectives for federal land agencies. In 1960, the
Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act declared that
national forests be managed for multiple uses,
including “outdoor recreation, range, timber,
watershed, and wildlife and fish purposes.” The
act clarified that multiple use is “not necessarily
the combination of uses that will give the greatest dollar return or the greatest unit output,”
but rather the combination “that will best meet
the needs of the American people.”6 In 1976,
the Federal Land Policy and Management Act

(FLPMA) stated that, in addition to traditional
forms of resource development, public lands
must also be managed for preservation and
outdoor recreation.7
Today, most federal lands are managed for multiple purposes, including resource development,
conservation, and recreation. As demands for
recreational access continue to grow, federal
agencies must balance recreational access with
other resource uses—but they often have no
clear method to prioritize competing uses.

State Trust Lands
Of the 45 million acres of state-owned lands
in the West, nearly 90 percent are managed
by state trust land agencies. Trust lands are the
result of land grants made by the federal government to western states, mostly at the time
of statehood, for the purpose of generating
revenue to support schools and other public
institutions. The land grants usually consisted of several one-square-mile sections in each
township, creating a checkerboard pattern of
state trust lands throughout the West.8
State trust lands operate under a legal requirement that the land must generate a long-term
financial benefit for specific beneficiaries. States
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earn revenues from trust lands through a variety
of activities, including timber harvesting, grazing, energy development, commercial development, recreation, conservation, and land sales.
These revenues are then distributed to trust
beneficiaries, with a small portion used to cover
the state trust agency’s expenditures. Common
public schools are the beneficiary of most state
trust lands, but these lands also support universities, hospitals, and other public institutions.9
As recreation demands have increased, states
have adopted various approaches to provide
recreational access to trust lands. State trust
agencies generally allow public access for recreation if it can be done in a manner that does
not interfere with the agencies’ mandates to
generate revenues for trust beneficiaries.

State Parks
Each state has a state park system that offers a
variety of recreation opportunities ranging from
primitive camping and snorkeling to plush
lodges and skiing. The general mission of state
park systems is to manage and conserve the
natural and cultural resources in a state and to
provide outdoor recreation opportunities for
the public.
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The management structure of state park agencies varies from state to state. Because they are
managed at the state level, their management
is more decentralized than that of federal land
agencies, such as the national park system, and
state parks can better respond to regional issues.
Furthermore, state park agencies generally have
greater autonomy to meet visitor desires.10
Although state parks comprise only 3.8 million
acres in the West, they receive more visits per
acre than any other public land agency.11 All
western state park systems rely on user fees to
help fund park management to some extent,
but some also rely on general funds from state
legislatures or other park-dedicated funds
from sources such as fishing and hunting
licenses, lottery revenues, and boat and vehicle
registrations.

TABLE 1:

COMPARISONS BETWEEN STATE AND FEDERAL LAND AGENCIES
Federal

(Forest Service and BLM)

State Trust

State Parks

Mandate

Manage lands for multiple uses,
including recreation.

Maximize revenues for trust
beneficiaries.

Protect unique resources and
amenities and to provide
recreation opportunities for the
public.

Recreation
Opportunities

Federal lands provide a variety
of recreational opportunities,
depending on land designation
and regional management plans.

The types of recreation allowed
vary depending on the state
trust agency. Recreation cannot
interfere with or diminish the
revenue-generating capacity of
trust lands.

State parks provide a variety
of recreational activities, from
camping and hiking to fully
developed lodges, marinas, golf
courses, and ski hills.

Excludability

Federal lands are generally open
to the public, and recreation is
typically free of charge. As a
result, many types of recreation
often occur on the same lands
and trails, creating overcrowding
and user conflicts.

Recreationists can be excluded
from trust lands if they do not
contribute revenue to the trust
or if they interfere with other
revenue-generating uses. Some
states allow recreationists to
hold an exclusive lease on trust
parcels.

Some state parks require entry
or parking fees, while others are
open to free public access.

Recreation
Management

Recreational uses are often
outlined in multi-year travel and
management plans that typically
allow many types of recreation,
often at the same time.

State trust agencies do not
actively manage for recreation.
In many states, however,
recreation permits and leases
regulate specific uses.

State park agencies manage for
recreation, while also protecting
the resources for the enjoyment
of future generations.

Resolving
Competing
Demands

Federal agencies have no
clear method of prioritizing
competing uses, making it
difficult to resolve conflicting
user-group demands.

Trust managers generally
resolve competing demands in a
manner that maximizes revenues
from trust lands.

Park agencies that are able to
retain fee revenues can resolve
competing demands by
allocating resources to meet
public desires.

Public
Involvement

Federal laws mandate public
involvement in recreational
planning on federal lands and
grant the public the authority to
initiate legal action to challenge
federal land-use decisions.

Public involvement varies by
state but is more limited than
on federal lands. In general,
only trust beneficiaries can
legally challenge trust land-use
decisions.

State park agencies typically
allow public input in the park
planning process. The extent of
public input varies by state.
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The multiple-use mandates that govern the
U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land
Management have made vast amounts of federal land available for outdoor recreation. With
more than 350 million acres of federal land in
the West, recreationists have access to a variety of outdoor activities.12 Some federal land
areas restrict certain types of recreation, such as
motorized vehicles and mountain bikes. Most
federal lands, however, are open for multiple
recreation uses, ranging from hiking and skiing
to hunting and horseback riding—often all at
once in the same location.
But certain public-land uses are not conducive to each other. Horses are frightened when
dirt bikes speed past, mountain bikers can
overrun hikers, and snowmobiles can frustrate
cross-country skiers seeking a quiet outdoor
experience. With more and more recreationists on a finite amount of land, it is becoming
harder for competing users to avoid each other
(see Box 1).
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A wide range of recreational opportunities
are available on federal lands, but federal
agencies often have no clear method of
prioritizing competing uses.

BOX 1:

Mountain Bikers vs. Hikers on the
Colorado Trail
The Colorado Trail is a famous 486-mile trail
that crosses federal lands on its route between
Denver and Durango. As the number of trail
users increases, the result is frequent conflicts
between backpackers and mountain bikers.
Backpackers argue that bikes dominate the trail,
startling those on foot and forcing them off of
the trail, while bikers argue that they also have a
right to use the trail. Both groups agree that the
quality of their outdoor experience is diminished by the presence of the other competing
group.13 The official Colorado Trail guidebook
calls for bikers to yield to hikers, and local biking
and hiking clubs are working to enforce this
protocol in an effort to reduce conflict when
bikers and hikers meet on the trail.

On federal lands, competing groups frequently fight for their preferred use of public lands
through political, legal, or administrative processes. The multiple-use mandates that govern
federal lands, however, do not provide federal
agencies with a clear method of prioritizing
competing uses. This can make it difficult to resolve conflicting demands over recreational use.
One way that federal agencies can address
conflicting demands over federal land use is
through multi-year travel and management
plans that determine when and where specific
activities are allowed. Each national forest and
BLM management area is required to create a
travel plan that designates which areas are open
to specific classes of vehicles during certain
times of the year.14 The Gunnison National
Forest in Colorado, for example, is in the process of creating a travel plan that would distinguish certain areas as open to snowmobilers
while setting other areas off limits (see Box 2).
National forests are also responsible for adopting management plans that determine how the
unit will accommodate multiple uses while also
protecting natural resources.15

BOX 2:

Snowmobilers vs. Nordic Skiers
in Colorado
The Gunnison National Forest near Crested
Butte, Colorado, is a popular destination for
winter recreation. Most areas in the forest are
open to nearly all forms of winter recreation,
but that will change when the Forest Service
decides on a travel plan. With more and more
people choosing to recreate in the national
forest, a divide has come between snowmobilers and skiers.16 Skiers feel they are being
pushed out by the loud, powerful snowmobiles.
Snowmobilers, however, are concerned that the
travel plan will limit their use in favor of skiers.
If completed, the plan will help resolve user
conflict by clarifying which group has priority
on which lands. But the groups remain pitted
against each other over which users will be
prioritized in the travel plan.
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Once finalized, travel and management plans
can reduce user conflict on federal lands. Yet
less than half of all national forests have completed travel plans, and half of national forests
have outdated management plans.17 This is
largely because public involvement and litigation often delay, or at times even prevent, the
development of travel and management plans.
In the Bitterroot National Forest, public involvement and concern over litigation delayed
the adoption of a travel plan nearly six years
(see Box 3). Similarly, when forest supervisors
of the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest in
northeastern Oregon proposed a plan to close
nearly half of the forest’s roads, local citizens so
strongly opposed the plan that it was revoked.18
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In some cases, travel and management plans
allow federal land managers to implement
time-share arrangements on popular trails that
specify which types of recreational uses are
allowed at certain times to prevent conflict between various user groups. For example, some
trails in the Custer Gallatin National Forest
in Montana limit motor biking and mountain
biking to certain days of the week.

BOX 3:

Bitterroot National Forest Travel Plan
The Bitterroot National Forest, a 1.6 million-acre
national forest in southwestern Montana, recently adopted a travel plan as part of the Forest
Service’s nationwide effort to address the environmental effects of motorized recreation. The
previous assessment of the forest’s travel routes
occurred back in 1976. Since then, dramatic increases in the number of recreation visitors and
conflicts between motorized and non-motorized users made a new travel plan necessary.
In accordance with the required process for
creating a travel plan, the Forest Service released a draft environmental impact statement
in 2009 analyzing the environmental effects of
the proposed travel plan. The statement was
met with a record 13,400 comments, and it
took more than five years of public involvement
before a final plan could be reached. “As we
worked through the public comments and environmental analysis,” said Forest Supervisor Julie
King, “court decisions on other National Forest
travel plans caused us to revisit some key issues
and complete additional analysis.” She added,
“Travel management is one of the most complex issues that we deal with. There are many
different interests that desire different types of
uses on the forest.”19

Less than half of all national forests have completed travel plans,
and half of national forests have outdated management plans.

Public input is required as part of the federal
recreation planning process, as mandated by
various laws such as the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, the National
Forest Management Act of 1976, and the
Federal Land Policy and Management Acts of
1976. Under NEPA, federal land agencies must
study the environmental consequences of their
proposed management actions, put their reasoning and conclusions into writing, and make
them subject to public scrutiny. The public can
submit comments throughout all stages of the
process.20 Many recreationists use this process
to voice their concerns over how the proposed
agency actions will impact recreation.

an effort to produce an outcome more favorable
to them. This process can delay management
plans and other agency actions while exacerbating conflicts between users.
Public comment and litigation over federal
land-use decisions comes with both benefits
and costs. It helps ensure public demands are
acknowledged in land management decisions,
and that the agencies follow the appropriate
laws and procedures in crafting land-use decisions. But in practice it often results in a
lengthy and expensive process that pits user
groups against each other in a zero-sum battle
over access to federal land resources.

Another reason it is difficult to resolve competing demands on federal lands is the frequency
of litigation against federal land agencies, as
enabled by NEPA and other federal laws. Interest groups regularly sue federal agencies over
the thoroughness of their environmental impact
assessments or when agency actions affect a
group’s activities.21 In this way, recreation users
initiate legal action to change or stall policies in
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Federal land agencies often struggle
to meet or even establish recreation
management goals.
Maintaining trails, roads, and recreation facilities on federal lands requires resources and
funding. But the lengthy planning process and
threat of litigation lead to high management
costs for federal agencies and a lack of resources for recreational management.22 Moreover,
federal agencies often lack the overall agency
direction to set priorities over competing recreational uses in the face of seemingly infinite
recreational demands.
With high costs and multiple competing
demands, it is not surprising that federal land
agencies often fall behind on management
responsibilities. The total deferred maintenance backlog for the U.S. Forest Service and
the Bureau of Land Management is nearly $6
billion—much of it associated with recreational
quality and access.23 For example, Region 1 of
the Forest Service faces $25 million in deferred
maintenance for recreation projects, with no
additional funds available to address the problem over the next several years.
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The Forest Service and BLM have limited
ability to charge user fees for recreation access.
Instead, the agencies rely on Congress for the
vast majority of their recreation-related funding. However, the ability to charge and retain
user fees can be an important tool to improve
recreation management because it can provide
agencies with much-needed funding without
relying on congressional appropriations. The
Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act
(FLREA), passed by Congress in 2004, enables
federal land agencies to charge recreation fees
and retain the majority of the revenues to enhance visitor services.24 FLREA only allows the
Forest Service and BLM to charge fees under
certain conditions, but it has proven helpful in
allowing federal agencies to provide recreation
amenities and access.25 In Montana’s Lolo Pass
recreation area, the Forest Service requires
winter visitors to purchase a recreation pass,
and the agency keeps a portion of the revenue.
As a result, Lolo Pass offers better opportunities
because recreation fees provide funding for trail
maintenance and visitor services (see Box 4).
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BOX 4:

Region 1 of the U.S. Forest Service and Montana’s Lolo Pass
Region 1 of the U.S. Forest Service, which
encompasses 25 million acres in Washington,
Idaho, Montana, and the Dakotas, is struggling to take care of its resources. In a recent
report, the region revealed that it faces more
than $25 million in deferred maintenance for
recreation-related projects, with no additional
funding available for the next several years and
“no national or regional program direction/guidance” on recreation management. More than
half of the 10,000 dispersed recreation sites in
the region show damage, demonstrating the
effects of the backlog.26 Region 1 is also responsible for 28,000 miles of trails, but the trail
maintenance budget is taking a 30 percent cut
and workforce capacity continues to decrease.27
The variability and lack of congressional funding
is harming the quality of recreational opportu-

nities across many Forest Service lands in the
West. As George Bain, director of recreation,
lands, minerals, heritage, and wilderness for Forest Service Region 1, recently said, “Fees are one
of the things that can help us help ourselves.”
Places where the Forest Service has adopted
user fee-based approaches to recreation have
improved recreation outcomes.28 Lolo Pass, a
popular recreation area in Region 1, has turned
to user fees and partnerships with local groups
to overcome its funding shortfalls. For example, winter recreation passes ($5/day or $35/
season) help defray the costs of trail maintenance. The Forest Service has also partnered
with non-governmental organizations to help
take care of ground work. Trails are groomed
through a partnership with local snowmobile
and Nordic ski clubs.
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Each state allows some form of recreation
on state trust lands, often with user fees or
recreational leasing.
Recreation is typically allowed on state trust
lands if it meets one of two conditions: 1) recreation earns a financial return for the trust agency, or 2) it does not diminish the revenue-generating capacity of the land (see Table 2).
Because trust lands are required to generate
revenue, some states charge modest fees for
recreation access to them. Arizona, Montana,
and New Mexico, for instance, charge an access
fee to recreate on state trust lands. Washington
requires motorized vehicle users to purchase a
pass in order to access state trust lands.29 Other
states, like Utah, charge for special uses and
commercial recreational uses, but allow free
access for general recreation on trust lands.30
Some states allow leasing of trust lands for specific recreational purposes, such as bike trails,
ski hills, and outfitters that run commercial
hunting and guiding operations. Colorado,
for example, does not allow public recreational
access on its state trust lands, but it does allow
trust lands to be exclusively leased for recreational purposes.31
Another way that state trust agencies provide
recreational opportunities is by contracting
with other state and local agencies. For example, state fish and wildlife agencies often contract with state trust agencies to allow public
hunting and fishing access on trust lands.
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This arrangement takes a variety of forms. In
New Mexico, for example, the State Game
Commission negotiates each year with the State
Land Office for an easement that allows public
access to trust lands for hunting and fishing.32
This year, the game commission paid the trust
agency $1 million—equal to approximately 10
cents per acre—to allow sportsmen access to
trust lands in the state. Likewise, in Montana,
the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks allocates $2 from the sale of each hunting license
in the state to the state trust agency to allow
hunters to access Montana’s trust lands without
purchasing an access permit.33
Recreation is often allowed on state trust land
to the extent that it does not interfere with or
diminish the revenue-generating capacity of
the land. On some trust parcels, recreation is
allowed in addition to other revenue-generating
activities, such as grazing or timber harvesting.
In other cases, some states, such as Arizona and
Montana, exclude agricultural trust lands from
recreational access in order to preserve the revenue-generating capacity of the lands.

TABLE 2:

RECREATION ON STATE TRUST LANDS
State
Arizona

How State Meets Financial Requirements for Recreation on Trust Lands
•
•
•

Colorado

•
•

Idaho

•
•
•

Montana

•
•

•

New Mexico

•
•
•

Nevada

•
•

A recreation permit is required ($15/person, $20/family) for non-consumptive recreational use.
A Special Land Use Permit (price determined by type of activity) is required for groups larger than
20, and/or competitive, and/or for-profit events.
Recreational leases can be purchased for horseback riding, outfitting, shooting ranges, etc.
Recreational leases can be purchased through a bidding process for uses such as guided hunting, fly 		
fishing, and mountain biking.
Colorado Division of Wildlife leases access to trust lands for wildlife-related recreation.
Idaho Department of Lands receives $1 annually from the registration of every off-highway vehicle in
Idaho to manage dispersed recreation on trust lands.
Guides and outfitters can purchase a lease to hunt on trust lands.
Idaho Fish & Game leases trust lands that would not otherwise be open to the public and allows public
access and hunting.
A recreation permit is required ($10/person, $20/family).
Sportsmen with a current conservation license are allowed to hunt and fish on trust lands without a
recreation permit because Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife & Parks pays $2 from the sale of each
conservation license to trust beneficiaries to compensate for that use.
Montana Fish Wildlife & Parks leases some trust parcels for wildlife habitat.
A recreation permit ($25/person) allows for permittee and up to 10 immediate family members in 		
permittee’s presence to recreate on trust lands.
Outfitters can purchase the rights to commercially operate on trust lands for $530, but leases are nonexclusive to other outfitters and the public.
New Mexico State Game Commission purchases an easement on state trust lands to allow for hunting
and fishing access.
Organized events on trust land require the purchase of a state statute permit. The price varies depending
on type of event.
Otherwise, dispersed recreational access is allowed for free if it does not conflict with other revenue-		
generating activity on state trust lands.

Oregon

•

Recreation cannot conflict with revenue-generating leased activity or damage the resources that raise
revenues.

Utah

•

Commercial recreational use on trust lands, such as outfitters, tour guides, jeep safaris, and motorcycle
races, require the purchase of a right-of-entry permit. Permit cost varies depending on the type of 		
activity.
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources pays the State of Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands 		
Administration to provide public hunting access to some trust lands.

•

Washington

•
•

Wyoming

•
•
•

Dispersed recreational access is allowed when compatible with the basic activities necessary for the 		
financial obligations of trust management.
Accessing Washington trust lands with a motor vehicle requires a Discover Pass. The pass costs $30 per
year and is transferable between two vehicles.
Dispersed recreational access is allowed for free as long as it does not damage lands, roads, or 		
improvements of the lessee’s property. Cultivated croplands are closed to public use.
Guides and organized recreation activities need a temporary-use permit ($25/day).
Outfitters and guides can purchase access permits to trust parcels, either exclusive or not exclusive to
other outfitters.
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Each state varies in how it manages
recreation on state trust lands.
Recreation was not historically an active part
of trust land management. In recent years,
however, state trust agencies have evolved to
accommodate more recreational opportunities,
but each state varies in the amount and types of
recreation they allow, and under what conditions (see Table 3).
Idaho trust lands are open to a wide variety of
recreational activities without charging a user
fee. The Idaho Department of Lands receives
$1 from the registration of off-highway vehicles
(OHVs) in Idaho each year to manage dispersed recreation on trust lands.34 This funding
goes to new signage, trailhead information,
parking, trail inventories, rehabilitation of
damaged areas, and improving recreational
access for OHVs and snowmobiles. Today,
70 percent of Idaho’s trust lands allow public
access for recreational purposes. The remaining
30 percent are closed primarily because, like
many state trust parcels throughout the West,
they are land-locked within private property.35
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On the other end of the spectrum, some states
lease lands directly for recreation through a
competitive market process. In Colorado, for
example, trust lands are closed to general recreational use, except for lands held under a lease
with the Colorado Parks & Wildlife for hunting and fishing access.36 Exclusive recreation
rights on trust parcels, however, can be leased
for specific recreation purposes. Hunting outfitters, shooting clubs, and mountain biking clubs
have all leased trust parcels for recreational use.

TABLE 3:

RECREATION ACCESS ON STATE TRUST LANDS
State

Trust Managing
Agency

State Trust
Surface Acreage

Public Access
for Recreation

Access Fee

Arizona

Arizona State Land
Department

9.2 million acres

Yes, but not on lands leased for
agriculture, mining, military, or
commercial use.

Colorado

Colorado State Land
Board

2.8 million acres

No, except for lands leased for
N/A
public wildlife-related recreation
(i.e. hunting and fishing) by
Colorado Parks and Wildlife.

Idaho

Idaho Department
of Lands

2.4 million acres

Yes, unless it conflicts with
maximizing long-term revenue
generation. Seventy percent of
Idaho’s trust lands are open to
public recreation access.

No, under Idaho’s liability
laws, the state would be
liable for claims from people
recreating on trust lands if it
directly charges a fee.

Montana

Montana Department 5.2 million acres
of Natural Resources
and Conservation

Yes, but not on lands leased for
agriculture, residential, military,
or commercial use.

Individual one-year permit:
$10
Youth and Seniors: $5
Family: $20
• Sportsmen who have a
current Conservation
License are allowed to
hunt and fish on trust lands
without a recreation permit.

New Mexico

New Mexico State
Land Office

9 million acres

Yes

Recreational permit that
allows for permittee and
up to ten immediate family
members when in permittee’s
presence: $25

Nevada

Nevada State Land
Office

3,000 acres

Yes

No

Oregon

Oregon Department
of State Lands

780,000 acres

Yes

No

Utah

State of Utah School
3.4 million acres
and Institutional Trust
Lands Administration
(SITLA)

Yes

No

Washington

Washington State
Department of
Natural Resources

3 million acres

Yes

Access to state trust lands by
motorized vehicle requires
a $30 annual pass that is
transferable between two
vehicles.

Wyoming

Wyoming State
Board of Land
Commissioners

3.5 million acres

Yes, but not on cultivated
croplands.

No

Individual one-year permit:
$15
Family one-year permit: $20
• Sportsmen pursuing fish
or game are exempt from
needing a recreation permit.
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In some cases, state trust agencies lease
lands for specific recreational purposes.
Some states allow recreational leases that enable
the lessee to manage trust lands for a particular
recreational purpose, avoiding other conflicting
uses that would interfere with or diminish the
quality of the recreational activity. Depending
on the state, lessees can purchase or competitively bid for a recreational lease. This satisfies
the state trust mandate to maximize revenues
while also resolving competing demands for
recreation or other forms of land use. Although
recreational leases can exclude parties that are
not part of the lease, the land can often be
managed for an enhanced, user-specific recreational experience than lands that are managed
for multiple recreational activities.
In Colorado, a mountain biking trail system
known as Phil’s World was created through an
exclusive lease on trust lands held by a local
mountain biking club. Prior to the club’s
adoption of the lease, the trust parcel where
Phil’s World is located was covered in litter
and mistreated by illegal off-highway vehicle
use. The state trust agency sought to lease the
parcels to a lessee that would preserve the land.
The mountain biking group purchased the lease
and created trails tailored to biking. Today,
the trails are open to club members and those
willing to pay the modest $3 day-use fee (see
Box 5).
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When trust lands are leased for a specific recreational purpose, they can be better managed
for that specific use but may preclude multiple
uses. Lands leased for biking can have bike-specific trails; lands leased for hunting can be
planted with feed for target animals; and chairlifts can be constructed on lands leased for ski
hills.37 In this way, the lessee is able to manage
the land for a particular recreational experience,
instead of the trust agency trying to manage for
general recreation but never fully meeting any
user group’s demands for recreation.
Even though exclusive recreational leases can
provide enhanced recreational experiences on
state trust lands, overall public recreation access
can be restricted under such arrangements.
This can result in objections from some recreationists who desire general public access to
state trust lands.38 However, some state trust
agencies have insisted that their mandate to
maximize revenues from trust lands compels
them to consider recreational leases from
groups that are willing to pay for them.

© Leslie Kehmeier

BOX 5:

Phil’s World in Cortez, Colorado
Phil’s World is a mountain bike trail system near
Cortez, Colorado, that operates on state trust
land. The Southwest Colorado Cycling Association (SWCCA), a private bike club, exclusively
leases a 730-acre parcel from the Colorado
State Land Board (SLB) for $1,200 per year.
The trail system consists of 29 miles of trail and
crosses from state trust land onto BLM land,
but SWCCA president Jeff Fox says it is easier
to manage trails on state land because the club
is free to manage the land how it knows best,
whereas building trails on federal land requires
government permission, which can take up to
ten years to get.

Phil’s World is maintained by the private bike
club, but trails are open for riding by the public
for a fee of $3 per day or $20 per year. The fee
revenue is used to pay for the state land lease,
maintenance of the trails, and liability insurance.
The trails are built specifically for mountain bikers, making Phil’s World an incredibly popular
biking destination with 10,000 visitors per year.
This trail system exemplifies how leasing state
trust land for a specific form of recreation can
provide an enhanced recreation experience and
reduce user conflict.
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State trust agencies have often found
innovative ways to accommodate
recreational demands while meeting
their fiduciary responsibilities.
The ability of state trust agencies to accommodate recreational demands demonstrates an
element of flexibility inherent in the trust management model. The “best interest of the trust”
does not necessarily require trust managers
to blindly maximize revenues from extractive
industries or ignore new demands on trust
resources. Instead, in many cases, trust agencies
have found innovative ways to accommodate a
variety of recreational demands while meeting
their fiduciary responsibilities for long-term
resource stewardship.
In addition to recreational permits and leases,
as described above, there are several other ways
that state trust agencies are meeting recreational
demands. Trust agencies often contract with
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other state agencies to provide recreational
opportunities while also generating revenue for
trust beneficiaries. For instance, state wildlife
agencies regularly lease trust lands for wildlife
habitat39 or to provide hunting and fishing
opportunities. Colorado has adopted a Public Access Program lease agreement between
Colorado Parks & Wildlife and the Colorado
State Land Board. The agreement allows for
wildlife-related recreation, largely hunting and
fishing, on 480,000 acres of state trust land.40
This is especially important because trust lands
in Colorado are closed to public recreation.
Without the lease by Colorado Parks & Wildlife, sportsmen would be unable to access trust
lands unless they lease parcels or hire an outfitter who holds a trust-land lease.41

TABLE 4:

CAMPING, HUNTING, AND FISHING ON STATE TRUST LANDS
State

Hunting and Fishing
Allowed

Camping Allowed

Outfitter Leases

Arizona

Yes, limited to no more than
14 days per year.

Yes

No, Arizona does not lease to individuals
for hunting and does not regulate
outfitters on state trust lands.

Colorado

No

Yes, Colorado Parks & Wildlife has a lease
agreement with the State Land Board to
provide wildlife-related recreation. CPW
pays about $1.65 per acre for hunting
and fishing access. This has opened up
480,000 acres of trust land for public
wildlife-related recreation, largely hunting,
fishing, and wildlife viewing. Trust lands
included in this arrangement are only
open from September – February.

Yes, hunting and fishing outfitters can
purchase a lease on Colorado trust
lands. Parcels not leased by CPW can be
privately leased for hunting with only
the leaseholder and clients/guests allowed
to hunt on the property. However, they
are required to have private liability
insurance.

Idaho

Yes

Yes

Yes, hunting and fishing outfitters can
lease state trust lands. Leases can be
either exclusive or non-exclusive to other
outfitters, but the general public is still
allowed to hunt on trust lands leased to
outfitters.

Montana

Yes, camping on leased or
licensed state land outside of
a designated campground is
limited to two consecutive
days. Camping on unleased
land outside of a campground
is limited to 14 days total in a
year. Camping in a designated
campground is limited to 14
consecutive days.

Yes, sportsmen who have a current
conservation license are allowed to hunt
and fish on state trust lands.

Yes, hunting and fishing outfitters can
have leases that are either exclusive or
non-exclusive to other outfitters.

New Mexico

Yes, but only with the written
permission of the surface lessee.

Yes, the New Mexico State Game
Commission pays the State Land Office
for an easement on state trust lands to
allow for public hunting and fishing.

Yes, but outfitter leases are not exclusive
to other outfitters or the general public.

Oregon

Yes

Yes

An outfitter could lease trust lands, but
there is no history of outfitter leases.

Utah

Yes, but camping longer than
14 consecutive days requires
a right-of-entry permit and is
restricted to existing campsites.

Yes, the Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources pays $500,000 compounded at
a 5-percent increase each year to provide
public hunting access to trust lands.

Yes, but the trust arrangement with the
Division of Wildlife prohibits Utah from
exclusive leases with outfitters.

Washington

Yes, stay limits vary by
campground, but the
maximum stay is 10 days in
a 30-day period.

Yes

It is not prohibited, but there is no
history of outfitter leases.

Wyoming

No

Yes

Yes, outfitters can purchase temporary
use permits, either exclusive or nonexclusive to other outfitters, but nonexclusive to the public.
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Another innovative approach to integrating recreation with trust land management is a process
known as “land banking.” Through land banking, states can dispose of isolated landholdings,
such as inaccessible parcels surrounded by
private lands, and use the revenues to acquire
higher-value recreational parcels elsewhere with
the purpose of enhancing public access. For
example, Montana’s Land Banking Program
allows the sale of trust lands that have low
recreational value, and the revenues are used
to purchase legally accessible lands with more
recreational opportunities (see Box 6). The
purchased parcels are required to generate more
revenues than those sold, so land banking meets
financial and recreational demands.43
At times, alternative funding sources can be
tapped to meet trust agencies’ financial obligations while allowing more recreational opportunities on trust lands. For example, when a
timber sale stalled on trust lands in Washington
over concerns about its effect on recreation, the
state legislature opted to compensate the trust
agency for the value of the proposed timber sale
so that the lands could be reserved for conservation and recreation instead (see Box 7).
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In some states, rights of way for hiking and biking trails on trust lands can be issued to other
groups or agencies. Municipal governments or
local land trusts, for example, can hold an easement that permits them to create and maintain
trails for public recreational purposes on state
trust lands.42

BOX 6:

Montana’s Land Banking Program
Montana, like all western states, is able to sell
its trust land, but until the creation of the Land
Banking Program in 2003 there was no requirement to purchase replacement land. Proceeds
from the sale of certain trust lands that are selected for the program are put in a land banking
trust fund. These funds are then used to purchase lands that increase public access to trust
lands. The lands sold under Montana’s Land
Banking Program are predominantly isolated
grazing lands, and the lands acquired include
agricultural, grazing, and timbered lands that
also provide recreational opportunities. Since
2003, 68,000 acres of Montana trust lands have
been sold, 84 percent of which were surrounded by private lands. In return, nearly 65,000
acres of legally accessible land with recreational
opportunities have been purchased through
the program and are now managed as Montana
trust lands.

© WA State Dept. of Natural Resources

Through land banking, states can dispose of isolated landholdings
and use the revenues to acquire higher-value recreational parcels
elsewhere with the purpose of enhancing public access.

BOX 7:

Blanchard Mountain in Washington
Where the Cascade Mountains meet the sea
near the Puget Sound, Blanchard Mountain is
home to hiking, biking, and hang gliding. A popular recreation spot, 4,800 acres of Blanchard
Mountain are forested state trust lands managed by Washington’s Department of Natural
Resources (DNR). The forests are often cut to
fund schools and other services in rural Skagit
County, where the communities rely on the timber industry for jobs and income.
In 2006, some groups opposed a timber sale
near popular trails on Blanchard Mountain. In
response, the DNR brought together ten representatives from the timber industry, recreation

groups, state parks, county government, and
environmental groups to find a compromise.
Washington is unique in that the DNR can use
legislature-approved state funds to compensate schools so that some trust lands can be
set aside for conservation. The group arranged
to have 1,600 acres of Blanchard Mountain set
aside for recreation and wildlife habitat, and
the state agreed to purchase $12 million in
replacement timberlands nearby to be used for
the benefit of Skagit County and other trust
beneficiaries.44
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In other cases, it has proven difficult to
reconcile recreational values with the
traditional state trust management model.
For much of their history, state trust agencies
relied on resource development, such as timber
harvesting or livestock grazing, to generate revenues for trust beneficiaries. While trust agencies
have begun to acknowledge new resource values
such as recreational and environmental demands,
this traditional reliance on consumptive uses
has contributed to what at times has been a
difficult and complicated evolution.45

agency proved unable to accommodate these
conflicting uses, and it is in the process of selling the lands to another entity better able to
do so (see Box 8).46

Unlike federal land agencies, state trust agencies
are not mandated to provide public recreational
opportunities. In fact, state trust lands are not
always considered “public lands” like most federal lands. Instead, they are managed exclusively
for the benefit of specific beneficiaries, such
as common schools, not for the benefit of the
general public. Moreover, trust land agencies
generally do not actively develop amenities such
as trails and campgrounds.

It is important to note, however, that state
trust lands can be disposed of for the purpose
of enhancing or preserving overall recreational
opportunities. The Utah Recreational Land
Exchange Act of 2009 involved a trade of state
trust lands with recreation potential to the
BLM in exchange for federal lands that were
better suited to generate revenues for the trust
agency.47 Likewise, in Arizona, the Arizona Preserve Initiative, which ran from 1996 to 2007,
allowed groups to petition for state trust lands
to be leased or sold for conservation purposes,
typically including recreation.48 The initiative
allowed state trust lands to be sold to the city
of Phoenix to be managed as a preserve that
provides hiking and biking opportunities.49

At times, trust land agencies are unable to
accommodate recreational demands while also
fulfilling their mandate to maximize revenues
for trust beneficiaries. The recent controversy
over the Elliott State Forest in Oregon illustrates this challenge. The state tried to manage
the forest for timber as well as recreational and
conservation purposes. In the end, the trust
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As the case of the Elliott State Forest illustrates,
recreational values may not always be preserved
on state trust lands, especially if there are other
higher-valued resources available on the land.

© Miguel Vieira

BOX 8:

Elliott State Forest in Oregon
The Elliott State Forest in the Coast Range of
Oregon is trust land used for timber harvesting to benefit Oregon’s common school fund.
Yet the area is also a popular recreation site. In
recent years, the trust agency has lost money
managing the forest due to several lawsuits that
have blocked timber sales over concerns about
the effect on federally protected Coho salmon
and the marbled murrelet. Several attempts to
increase revenues from timber sales on the trust
land have failed.

In 2015, the Oregon State Land Board approved
selling the Elliott State Forest to a buyer who
agrees to purchase the entire property at
fair-market value, maintain public recreation
access, protect threatened wildlife, and provide
local jobs. At this point, 49 parties have expressed interest in purchasing the Elliott State
Forest, including the BLM, Rocky Mountain Elk
Foundation, Douglas Timber Operations, and
the Sierra Club. The final sale is expected to be
completed by December 2017.
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Throughout the West, state parks are an
effective provider of public recreation
opportunities.
State parks are perhaps better equipped to provide recreational opportunities than state trust
agencies. State park agencies manage areas of
natural, historic, and recreational importance,
as well as units with a specific resource focus
such as forest protection, environmental education, and fish or wildlife habitat. Much like
national parks, the general mission of state park
agencies is to conserve important landscapes
and cultural amenities while providing recreational opportunities to the public.

West, they bring in nearly 80 percent as many
visitors as national parks in the West.50
The popularity of state parks is largely due to
the types and quality of the recreation opportunities they provide. Often for a modest entry
fee, visitors can engage in a vast range of outdoor activities, from hiking and snorkeling to
snowmobiling and skiing. Although state parks
generally allow for multiple types of recreational uses, in certain areas they often manage for
specific uses, such as boating, mountain biking, and skiing. In addition, state parks often
provide developed recreation amenities such
as rental cabins, lodges, visitor centers, campgrounds, and other guest services, creating a
variety of opportunities for visitors to engage
in outdoor recreation.

State parks are incredibly popular (see Figure 2).
In fact, state parks receive more recreation visits
per acre than any of the federal land agencies,
including the National Park Service. And
although western state parks make up only
one-fifth as much land as national parks in the
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State park agencies often generate
more revenue from visitors than federal
land agencies, providing park managers
with incentives to provide the type of
recreational experiences that visitors desire.
State park agencies typically rely on general
funding from state legislatures for the majority
of their budgets. But when legislative funding
falls short, as it often does, park officials are
forced to find alternative sources of funding.
Today, many state park departments receive a
significant portion of their revenue from visitor
fees (see Figure 3).

revenues and dedicated funds.52 Nearly every
state park system relies to some extent on some
dedicated funds, which are legislated dollars
set aside specifically to help fund state parks.
These often include lottery earnings, license and
registration fees, or taxes to be used specifically
for state park management (see Table 5).
State parks in Arizona, Utah, and Washington
now cover more than half of their expenditures
from user fees. Faced with budget cuts from
the state legislature over the last five years,
many parks in Utah, for example, have become
self-sufficient by finding ways to meet new recreation demands. Because Utah’s parks are

Some state park agencies, such as those in New
Mexico and Wyoming, depend almost exclusively on general funds from the state legislature to cover their expenditures. Others such
as Colorado and Montana receive no general
funds, instead relying more on park-generated

FIGURE 3:
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allowed to retain a portion of their revenues
onsite, park managers have incentives to
provide recreation opportunities that attract
new visitors. At Dead Horse Point State Park,
for instance, park managers responded to budget cuts by constructing a mountain biking trail
to attract more visitors (see Box 9).
Despite progress toward self-sufficiency, every
state park system in the West relies on state legislatures for some portion of their expenditures,
either through general or dedicated funds (see
Table 5). When state budgets are tight, however, parks are often one of the first agencies to receive budget cuts. Park systems that rely heavily
on legislative appropriations, therefore, such as
California’s, are most affected by variable state
funding (see Box 10).

BOX 9:

Dead Horse Point State Park in Utah
Dead Horse Point State Park (DHPSP) near
Moab, Utah, is known for its mountain biking
through amazing desert scenery. But it was not
always this way. In the early 2000s, DHPSP was
losing popularity, and this was bad news for the
park’s budget. In 2007, park managers decided
to put in nine miles of mountain biking trail in
an effort to attract more visitors.53 In 2009, the
Intrepid Trail System opened with great success,
and annual visits to DHPSP increased almost
50,000 between 2005 and 2010. In 2010, the
park earned nearly $25,000 from visitors using
the trails.
During the next few years, however, the economy took a downturn, and the Utah state government cut their contributions to Utah’s state
parks. Parks became more dependent on revenues from user fees. In response, park managers
at DHPSP decided to expand the Intrepid Trail
System.54 By 2014, the trail system consisted of
17 miles of single-track bike trails and became
a nationally recognized biking destination. The
trail is specifically designed to fit the needs of
mountain bikers and provide a high-quality
recreation experience.
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TABLE 5:

STATE PARK FUNDING SOURCES AS A PERCENT OF
TOTAL PARK EXPENDITURES (2013-2014)
State

Park Agency

General Funds

Park-Generated
Revenues

Dedicated Funds

Arizona

Arizona State Parks

0.0%

64.5%

30.5%

California

Department of Parks and
Recreation

26.9%

21.3%

36.2%

Colorado

Parks and Wildlife

0.0%

41.4%

41.3%

Idaho

State Parks and Recreation
Department

6.4%

32.4%

46.8%

Montana

Fish Wildlife and Parks

0.0%

42.6%

29.7%

New Mexico

Department of
Conservation and Natural
Resources

26.8%

40.8%

11.6%

Nevada

Energy, Minerals, and
Natural Resources
Department

50.1%

24.6%

11.2%

Oregon

Parks and Recreation
Department

0.0%

31.9%

26.4%

Utah

Department of Natural
Resources

20.9%

65.8%

1.4%

Washington

State Parks and Recreation
Commission

11.7%

57.5%

6.0%

Wyoming

State Parks, Historic Sites,
and Trails

85.1%

6%

0.0%

Source: NASPD AIX 2013-2014.
Note: Numbers may not sum to 100% because federal and other bond funding is not included.
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BOX 10:

California’s State Park Budget Rollercoaster
California’s state parks have typically relied on
general funds from the state legislature. But
in response to budget cuts in the 1990s, the
state’s park system started to make changes.
The state parks department began allocating
park budgets through a process that rewards
park managers for generating revenues or
saving money. The new budget allocation
program allowed each park district to retain
all the revenues earned from its parks above
a historical base amount. Funds that were not
spent were available to be used the following
year at the discretion of the district. The new
program encouraged district managers to save
money and earn revenue.
By 2001, when state budgets were in good
shape again, the legislature halved park dayuse fees to $3 and reduced other camping

and access fees. The system reverted back to its
reliance on general funds. During this period, the
share of park expenditures covered by general
funds increased to 63 percent (see Figure 4).
When the state hit another financial crisis, the
park general fund budget was trimmed again.
In 2012, state park general funds declined by
$11 million and the legislature proposed closing
70 parks.
The threat to close 70 parks, however, garnered
the attention of both the private and public
sectors. Private donor groups raised $3 million
to help keep the parks open, the legislature
identified alternative public funding sources,
and the parks department opened some
parks for private concessions to help prevent
park closures.

FIGURE 4:
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Some state parks and federal agencies
have adopted public-private partnerships
to enhance recreation opportunities while
keeping costs down.
Many state parks have concessions agreements
in which the rights to manage some park amenities are leased to the private sector. In return,
the state park agency is paid a fee or a portion
of revenues earned as rent. These public-private partnerships help reduce agency costs and
enhance customer service. The private sector
carries out day-to-day management responsibilities, maintains facilities, and collects fees at
levels that are agreed upon by the park agency.
The state park agency retains ownership and
oversees the contract to ensure the amenities
are cared for and meet agency standards (see
Box 11).

State parks are not the only land management
agencies to make use of public-private partnerships.55 The National Park Service hires private
concessionaires to manage stores, marinas, and
overnight accommodations. About half of all
U.S. Forest Service campgrounds are managed
by private recreation firms.56 According to
Janelle Smith, a Forest Service spokeswoman,
private concessionaires can “help expand Forest
Service capacity to provide service to the public
and our customers.”57 Similar to the Forest
Service campground leases, the Tennessee Valley
Authority, a federally owned corporation, leases
whole recreation areas for private management.58

BOX 11:

American Land and Leisure
California’s state budget crisis in 2012 left the
state’s park system with a $23 million shortfall
and 70 parks on the brink of closure. American
Land and Leisure, a private park management
company, won the bid to manage three state
parks: Brannan Island, Turlock Lake, and
Woodson Bridge state recreation areas.
In return, the company turned the parks’ finances from red to black. The state maintains ownership of the parks and facilities, but American
Land and Leisure has a five-year contract to
care for the parks’ amenities, provide customer
service, and ensure visitor safety. The company
turned a net loss from these parks into a profit
without raising user fees. They were able to do

this because they run the parks like a business
and, as a result, have better incentives to carry
out cost-effective park management.
Under the contract, American Land and Leisure
pays 10 percent of its gross revenues to the
park agency as rent. An additional agreement
encourages the company to reinvest that money in facilities maintenance, reducing the deferred maintenance backlog in the parks. Public-private partnerships such as these can be a
“win-win-win” deal because they reduce costs
for the park agency, provide a profit opportunity to the private management company, and
deliver a high-quality recreational experience
to park visitors.
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Conclusion

State and federal agencies manage recreation in different ways. Today, federal lands are primarily
managed for multiple uses, including resource development, recreation, and conservation. As demands for recreational access continue to grow, federal agencies must balance recreation with other
resources uses. But they often have no clear method to prioritize competing uses. The results include
litigation, lengthy analysis, and unresolved conflicts between competing user groups.
While the role of federal land agencies in supplying recreational opportunities in the West is widely
known, state-owned lands also play an important role—one that is not as widely recognized or understood. States have proven to be responsive to recreational demands and able to provide the types
of recreational activities that people desire, on both state trust lands and in state parks.
Despite the perception that state trust lands are managed solely for resource extraction, trust agencies
have often found innovative ways to accommodate growing demands for recreation. States generally
allow recreation on state trust lands and often charge modest fees for recreation permits to meet their
fiduciary responsibility to generate revenues for trust beneficiaries. They also use recreational leases
and contracting arrangements with various state and local agencies to provide recreational opportunities while generating revenues.
State parks also provide significant recreational opportunities in the West. On a per-acre basis, state
parks receive more visitors than federal land agencies—a strong signal that state parks are providing
recreational experiences the public desires. And because state parks generally rely more on visitors as
a source of revenue to cover expenditures, state parks arguably do a better job of responding directly
to visitor demands than federal agencies do.
The discussion in this report provides several insights relevant to current debates over the proposed
transfer of federal lands to state control:
• The central question in the debate over the transfer of public lands is how the lands would be
managed under state control. Thus far, the answer to that question has not been clearly articulated. Would the lands be managed as state trust lands, state parks, or some other form of stateowned land? Would budgets be provided from tax dollars and require legislative appropriations,
or would agencies have autonomy to generate and retain fee revenues? To understand the possible effects of devolving federal lands to state ownership, policymakers must carefully consider
how various state land agencies manage recreation.
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The demand for recreation on public lands is growing, both in terms of the number
of people and the diversity of recreational activities. Today, there are more hikers,
mountain bikers, snowmobilers, and off-road drivers than ever before in the West.
• Because federal and state recreation management differs, a transfer of public lands would likely
have significant effects on the forms, quality, and amounts of recreation provided. Exactly what
the overall effects would be, however, is not yet clear and would depend on how the lands were
managed under state control.
• If transferred lands were managed as trust lands are today, recreation would be required to
generate revenues for trust beneficiaries or not interfere with other revenue-generating activities on the lands. This could mean that various forms of recreational permitting, leasing, or
contracting arrangements with other groups or agencies would be required to provide public
recreational access.
• If transferred lands were managed as state parks are today, management would depend on the
agency structure and the extent to which park agencies are dependent upon state legislatures for
funding. If park managers have the flexibility to charge fees and can retain revenues for onsite
use, then they would have more accountability to visitors and better incentives to meet visitor
demands. There is also the possibility that some transferred lands are managed as state trust
lands, while others are managed as state parks.
Apart from proposals to transfer federal lands, our discussion also offers insights into how federal
land management might be improved:
• Trust management has proven to be an effective and durable land management model that
provides managers with clarity, accountability, enforceability, and incentives for long-term stewardship. It is possible that trust principles could be applied effectively to improve federal land
management. In fact, several scholars have explored how this could be done in a way that provides benefits to specific beneficiaries other than common schools. For instance, Jay O’Laughlin
of the University of Idaho has explored how trust concepts could be adapted to multiple-use
federal lands and managed on behalf of beneficiaries such as recreationists and other environmental interests so that the “benefits from land management would provide revenues to meet
their perceived needs for recreation facilities or habitat improvements.”59 Likewise, Sally Fairfax
of the University of California, Berkeley, has explored how trust principles could provide lessons
for improving U.S. Forest Service management.60 Moreover, Randal O’Toole of the Cato Institute has advocated the creation of fiduciary trusts on federal lands, which would include both
“market” and “nonmarket trusts” that support a variety of beneficiaries, including recreationists.61
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• The market-like approach to recreation on trust lands results in several innovative contracting
arrangements that are currently not possible on federal lands. For example, state wildlife agencies
often contract with trust agencies to protect wildlife habitat on trust lands. Local governments
and land trusts also hold easements on trust lands that allow them to create and maintain trails
for recreational purposes. What if similar innovative arrangements were allowed on federal lands?
The possibility is worth consideration and further debate. Moreover, trust land management
generally does not preclude various groups from acquiring leases for recreational or conservation
purposes. On federal lands, however, such leases are largely prohibited. For example, federal energy or grazing leases generally cannot be held for recreational or environmental purposes. There
are typically requirements that such federal leases be developed or actively used for consumptive
purposes. This means that battles over land-use decisions on federal land are fought in the political or legal arena, rather than the more market-like setting on trust lands.
• Recreation fees that can be retained for onsite use help generate funding to enhance recreational
opportunities. However, most federal land agencies rely upon Congress for resources. If federal
land agencies generated greater portions of their budgets from user fees, as state parks often do,
federal managers would have incentives to provide recreational opportunities that attract visitors
and likely lead to improvements in overall federal recreation management.
The demand for recreation on public lands is growing, both in terms of the number of people and
the diversity of recreational activities. Today, there are more hikers, mountain bikers, snowmobilers,
and off-road drivers than ever before in the West. New technologies are making it easier and more
appealing to access the great outdoors. These trends, along with a tense debate over public land
transfer, create significant challenges for public land managers and make it even more important to
understand and learn from the diverse recreation management experiences of public land agencies
throughout the West.
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Appendix

STATE PARKS IN THE WEST
STATE

TOTAL
PARK
ACREAGE

ANNUAL
ATTENDANCE

EXPENDITURES

REVENUE

REVENUE
PER DOLLAR
SPENT

EXPENDITURE
PER VISIT

REVENUE
PER VISIT

NET
REVENUE
PER VISIT

ARIZONA

64,090

2,174,666

$18,088,323

$11,666,844

$0.64

$8.32

$5.36

$(2.95)

CALIFORNIA

1,596,902

70,418,166

$408,977,000

$87,091,000

$0.21

$5.81

$1.24

$(4.57)

COLORADO

1,229,364

11,501,520

$60,815,634

$25,199,011

$0.41

$5.29

$2.19

$(3.10)

IDAHO

58,922

4,858,601

$20,720,200

$6,721,600

$0.32

$4.26

$1.38

$(2.88)

MONTANA

46,035

2,073,391

$10,656,869

$4,544,666

$0.43

$5.14

$2.19

$(2.95)

NEVADA

146,225

3,035,024

$11,675,913

$4,761,284

$0.41

$3.85

$1.57

$(2.28)

NEW MEXICO

196,677

3,852,111

$19,658,047

$4,845,476

$0.25

$5.10

$1.26

$(3.85)

OREGON

108,654

44,576,097

$67,112,997

$21,393,257

$0.32

$1.51

$0.48

$(1.03)

UTAH

150,758

3,536,704

$19,012,312

$12,517,396

$0.66

$5.38

$3.54

$(1.84)

WASHINGTON

123,174

35,625,060

$77,193,583

$44,352,591

$0.57

$2.17

$1.24

$(0.92)

WYOMING

119,347

3,296,750

$9,784,856

$591,274

$0.06

$2.97

$0.18

$(2.79)

TOTAL/AVERAGE

3,840,148

184,948,090

$723,695,734

$223,684,399

$0.31

$3.91

$1.21

$(2.70)

Source: NASPD AIX 2014 Report (2012-2013 data)
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